
Miscellaneous
1. Could you please provide the floor plans/maps if any?

If you have any specific questions regarding the layout of each school that
we may be able to answer without sending the floor plan, please let us
know via email.

2. Do you require removal of old equipment and cables? What would be the
quantities? Vendor will remove equipment and we will store it on site.

3. Will this bid be awarded by separate categories? (Cabling, UPS’s & Switches).
Roma ISD will have the option to consider multiple vendors for different
portions of the project.

4. Are you willing to consider multiple vendors for different portions of the project?
For example, would you award one vendor for cabling and installation, and
another for the hardware?
Roma ISD will award the project to one vendor.

5. Will you consider refurbished equipment? NO

6. On the RFP, you specify only Cisco gear will be considered not (Cisco or
Equivalent) We have seen Aruba integrate well in Cisco environments and have
very aggressive erate pricing for school districts. We can request a Demo switch
for the techs to check out and see if this is something you all would like to
consider. Let me know if this will be an option.
The preferred model of products is Cisco, however any other system may
be bid as long as RFP specs are met.
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Cabling:

1. For the Cabling portion of the RFP, has anything changed from last year's walk
out for the Copper data drops? We are showing 6,110 data drops. If there are
some changes please let us know?
Yes, some changes were made and the drop numbers have dropped. The
total drops needed will be 5,782.

2. What would be the preferred brand of the cable? If the district is not standardized
on a single manufacturer, does the district have a preference of cable
manufacturer? Belden Cat A

3. Is the district standardized on a particular cabling manufacturer such as Leviton
or Panduit? If so, which manufacturer is preferred? Belden

4. Will you consider Tripp Lite cables? No

5. The RFP states, “All wire management will be included in the project”. Does this
apply to vertical and horizontal cable management at the MDF and IDF
equipment racks? Yes

6. If so, can you please specify the number of racks and rack type at each campus?
a. RHS -  2 (48u) open rack & 21 (24u) enclosed racks
b. RMS -  2 (48u) open rack & 7  enclosed racks
c. RBMS -  2 (48u) open rack & 5 (24u) open racks
d. EVE -  2 (48u) open rack & 4 (24u) open racks
e. FJS -  3 (48u) open rack & 4 (24u) open racks
f. RCS - 2 (48u) open rack &  6 (24u) open racks
g. VME -  2 (48u) open rack & 7 (24u) open racks
h. RTB -  2 (48u) open rack & 4 (24u) open racks
i. DGG - 6 (48u) open racks and 1 (24u) enclosed rack

7. Will the winning bidder be required to provide and install j-hooks to support cable
runs? Yes, if needed.

8. If so, what size and type of J-Hook is preferred? No Preferred J-hook, based
on recommended industry standards.

9. Our firm was able to attend a district wide site survey for this project last year,
have any major construction been done to any of the campuses since last year?
If so, can you please describe how any cable pathways may have been affected?
No, major construction has been done to any of the campuses.
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Switches:

1. How many years for licenses do you require? 5 years

2. Do you require installation and initial configuration of the equipment? Yes

3. For the Cisco Switches, do you all have a sample of the preferred configuration
for each model? Can you provide a more detailed configuration of the C9300 and
C9500 switches that have been requested?
We will make that available to the awarded vendor.

4. Will the switches quoted require 1G or 10G uplinks? 10G

5. Will GBIC units need to be provided for each switch? Yes

6. If so, what type is needed? LC, SC etc.? Upgrade to LC

7. Will these transceivers need to support single mode or multimode? Multimode

8. Will the switches need to be PoE or PoE+? PoE+

9. Will stacking modules and cables be needed for any of the requested switches?
Yes

10. If so, which campuses and switches will require them?
Any campus that was an IDF with more than two switches.
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